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ABSTRACT
Forecasting Inundation Extents in the Amazon Basin Using SRH-2D and HAND
Based on the GEOGloWS ECMWF Streamflow Services
Christopher Hyde Edwards
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Floods are the most impactful natural disasters on earth, and reliable flood warning
systems are critical for disaster preparation, mitigation, and response. The GEOGloWS ECMWF
Streamflow Services (GESS) provide forecasted streamflow throughout the world. While
forecasted discharge is essential to flood warning, forecasted inundation extents are required to
understand and predict flood impact. In this research, I sought to expand GESS flood warning
potential by generating inundation extents from streamflow forecasts. I compared Height Above
Nearest Drainage (HAND), a method beneficial for flood mapping on a watershed scale, to a 2D
hydrodynamic model, specifically Sedimentation and River Hydraulics – Two Dimension (SRH2D), a method localized to specific areas of high importance. In three study areas in the Amazon
basin, I validated HAND and SRH-2D flood maps against water maps derived from satellite
SAR imagery. Specifically, I analyzed what features of an SRH-2D model were required to
generate more accurate flood extents than HAND. I also analyzed the practicality of using SRH2D for forecasting by comparing flood extents generated from simulating a complete forecast
hydrograph to flood extents precomputed at predetermined, incremental flowrates. The SRH-2D
models outperformed HAND, but their accuracy decreased at flowrates different than those used
for calibration, limiting their reliability for forecasting and impact analysis. Based on this study,
the key features necessary for a reliable SRH-2D model for forecasting include (1) a highresolution DEM for an accurate representation of the floodplain, (2) correct representation of
channel flow control, and (3) a channel bathymetry approximation and exit boundary rating
curve that correctly predict water levels at a range of input flowrates. For forecasting practicality,
the precomputed flood extents had accuracies comparable to the complete hydrograph
simulations, showing their potential for estimating forecasted inundation extents. Future research
should include (1) a more comprehensive analysis using existing SRH-2D models in areas with
more bathymetry information and calibration data, (2) further assessment of the reliability of
precomputed flood maps for forecasting applications, and (3) quantifying the effect of error in
the streamflow forecasts on the accuracy of the resulting flood extents.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Floods are the most common and impactful natural disasters across the world have affected
at least 2.5 billion people since 1994 (Wallemacq et al., 2015, 2018). It has also been shown that
in recent decades, flood events are occurring more often (Miao, 2019; Najibi & Devineni, 2018;
Wallemacq et al., 2015), lasting longer (Najibi & Devineni, 2018), and having more economic
impact (Miao, 2019). The potential impact of flood disasters has also increased due to increased
development in floodplains and other high-risk areas (Wallemacq et al., 2015). In addition to
economic damage, floods also impact human health (Lima et al., 2019) and food security
(Langill & Abizaid, 2019). To build adequate resilience, flood-prone communities will need
increased resources and capabilities (Lima et al., 2019), such as improved flood warnings
(Wallemacq et al., 2015). Thus, effective flood warning systems must be developed to empower
vulnerable communities to prepare for and mitigate flood disasters.
The key components to an effective flood warning system are (1) data collection and
transmission, (2) modeling and forecasting, and (3) dissemination of information to stakeholders
(Jain et al., 2018; Merkuryeva et al., 2015), as shown in Figure 1. The data collection component
involves retrieving data from in-situ stations like precipitation and stream gauges or earth
observations such as weather radar, satellite imagery, and meteorological forecasts. These data
are used in the forecasting component to model important hydrologic processes including
snowmelt, rainfall-runoff, flow-routing, and hydrodynamic river flow (Jain et al., 2018;
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Merkuryeva et al., 2015). The most critical and useful outputs of the forecasting component are
the time of peak discharges, river elevations, and inundation extents (Jain et al., 2018).
Hydrologic models are used to model rainfall-runoff and flow-routing, providing forecasted river
discharge (Jain et al., 2018; Merkuryeva et al., 2015). Hydrodynamic models represent physical
hydraulic processes and can provide forecasted water levels and inundation extent, facilitating
flood impact analysis. The dissemination component involves processing, visualizing, and
communicating this information to help emergency managers make decisions regarding flood
preparation, mitigation, and response (Perez et al., 2016).

Figure 1: Flood Warning System Components
Global and continental scale models have become increasingly available due to increased
computer power and improved globally available earth observations (Jain et al., 2018). Examples
of large-scale hydrologic models include the NOAA National Water Model (NWM), the Global
Flood Awareness System (GloFAS), and the Group on Earth Observations – Global Water
Sustainability (GEOGloWS) European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
Streamflow Services (Qiao et al., 2019; Snow et al., 2016; Souffront et al., 2019). NWM
provides short, medium, and long-term streamflow forecasts, but only for the continental United
States (NOAA, 2016). GloFAS routes gridded runoff produced by ECMWF through a grid and
produces probabilistic flood early warning across the world (Alfieri et al., 2013). However, its
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coarse resolution limits its utility to very large rivers. GEOGloWS ECMWF Streamflow
Services (GESS) uses the same gridded runoff grid as GloFAS but also performs grid-to-vector
downscaling to extend the model to small rivers. After downscaling, it routes the flow along the
stream network using Routing Application for Parallel computation of Discharge (RAPID), a
Muskingum-based routing program (David et al., 2016). This allows GESS to provide
streamflow forecasts on both large and small rivers all over the world.
GESS products include both a daily 15-day, 52-member ensemble streamflow forecast
(Figure 2) and 40 years of historically simulated flows (Figure 3) on nearly every river in the
world (Ashby et al., 2021). The historically simulated flows are generated using the same
process as the forecast. ECMWF also produces a historically simulated runoff grid, which is
downscaled and routed through the stream network. Return periods are calculated from the
historical simulation to provide context to the forecasted flow and alerts when exceeded. The
service is made available using an application programming interface (API), which can be
accessed directly programmatically or through web applications (Nelson et al., 2019,
https://geoglows.ecmwf.int/).
Though the GESS forecasts provide a useful streamflow warning, a forecast hydrograph on
its own, like the one shown in Figure 2, provides limited information to emergency managers.
Discharge is only one of the important forecast outputs mentioned by Jain et al. (2018). With
impact-based forecasting becoming increasingly important for disaster mitigation (Merz et al.,
2020), inundation extents and river levels are critical to understanding potential damage to
people, infrastructure, and other resources. This information better prepares authorities to
efficiently allocate resources to prevent and mitigate flood damage in specific areas. Impact-
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Figure 2: Example GESS 15-day Streamflow Forecast with Ensemble Statistics

Figure 3: Example GESS 40-yr Historical Simulation with Return Periods
based forecasting would be made possible by generating inundation extents from the GESS
forecast hydrograph, and then overlaying these flood maps on exposure datasets, including
population density, land use, and infrastructure, to determine the total forecasted impact (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Forecasted Streamflow to Flood Impact Analysis
The overarching purpose of my research was then to expand the riverine flood
forecasting potential of GESS by generating inundation extents from forecasted streamflow that
would be used to forecast flood impact. This proposed flood warning system, shown in Figure 5
and based on the components shown previously in Figure 1, would include data collection and
rainfall and runoff modeling by ECMWF, flow routing by GEOGloWS, and inundation extents
created using the methods described in this research. Future research will be needed to analyze
the flood impact and to develop an efficient system to disseminate this information to
stakeholders and emergency managers. The goal of this flood warning system would not be to
make final decisions regarding flood prevention and response but rather to help local decisionmakers be as informed as possible.

Figure 5: Proposed Flood Warning System Components
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There are multiple methods for generating inundation extents from river discharge. Height
Above Nearest Drainage (HAND) is a terrain-based method that uses a rating curve to calculate
flood height and then delineates the floodplain based on a digital elevation model (DEM) (Nobre
et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2016; Zheng, Tarboton, et al., 2018). This method is computationally
efficient and easily scalable to entire watersheds. For example, the National Water Center has
implemented this method, known as NHDPlus-HAND, in conjunction with the National Water
Model for flood mapping throughout the continental United States (Zheng et al., 2016). Another
option is to use a 2D hydrodynamic model to better represent river hydraulics and consider the
effects of flow control structures. Hydrodynamic models are generally localized to specific areas,
require more detailed information, and are more computationally demanding than HAND.
However, they have the potential to better determine flood extent in areas with complex flow
dynamics. Sedimentation and River Hydraulics – Two-Dimension (SRH-2D) is a 2D
hydrodynamic model created by the US Bureau of Reclamation (Lai, 2010), which I used in my
study. Chapter 2 contains additional details on these flood mapping methods.

Research Objectives
The specific goal of my research was to expand the riverine flood forecasting potential of
GESS by exploring the use of a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model as compared to the
simpler HAND method as a means of generating flood inundation extents. I compared the
accuracy and practicality of using HAND and SRH-2D models in three case study areas in the
Amazon basin. These areas were selected due to my research being funded by a NASA SERVIR
Amazonia project. The general workflow for my analysis is shown in Figure 6. I first tested the
accuracy of both models by simulating two historical flood events using observed streamflow
measurements. I evaluated model performance by comparing the simulated flood extent to water
6

maps derived from satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery. In each area, I created
multiple SRH-2D models to analyze what information and features were required to generate a
model that produced more accurate results than HAND. Factors of interest included DEM
resolution, the inclusion of features like road embankments, boundary conditions, and mesh
resolution.

Figure 6: Summary of Overall Workflow
Next, I tested the practicality of using each model for real-time forecasting. I simulated an
additional historic flood event using the GESS forecasts as the input. Creating a flood map from
forecasted streamflow using HAND is extremely fast, while setting up and running a multi-day
streamflow forecast through a 2D model requires more time, thus delaying the resulting flood
warning. To try to replicate this benefit of HAND and improve the practicality of using SRH-2D
models for forecasting, I created a set of precomputed, steady-state SRH-2D flood extents at predetermined incremental flowrates, like return periods. I compared the flood extent accuracy from
selecting the closest precomputed flood map to running an unsteady flow simulation using the
GESS forecast hydrograph.
7

My research results were summarized by:
1. Comparing relative accuracy of SRH-2D computed inundation extents to HAND
using satellite-derived extents.
2. Identifying key features that give a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model like
SRH-2D value above what HAND provided.
3. Providing a qualitative assessment for the practical use of two-dimensional
hydrodynamic models in forecasting applications.
4. Presenting a method for generating efficient SRH-2D models for flood forecasting.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Chapter 2, I provide additional background on
HAND and SRH-2D, including discussing their strengths and weaknesses. I also review the use
of SAR imagery for flood mapping and discuss different topographic data sources. Chapter 3
describes my specific implementation of HAND and SRH-2D in each study area and the
framework for my analysis. In Chapter 4, I present and discuss the analysis results. Chapter 5
contains my conclusions and recommendations for future research.
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2

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

In this section, I provide additional background describing the strengths and weaknesses of
both HAND and SRH-2D and discuss the process of creating both models. I also provide
background on the use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery for flood mapping. Lastly, I
provide information on the topographic data I used.

HAND
Height Above Nearest Drainage (HAND) is an efficient terrain-based model that has been
used to create inundation maps (Nobre et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2016; Zheng, Tarboton, et al.,
2018). HAND normalizes the elevation of each cell in a DEM by defining the relative height
compared to the nearest drainage cell (Nobre et al., 2011). The process of calculating HAND is
shown in Figure 7 (Krewson, 2019; Nobre et al., 2011). First, flow direction (Figure 7A) and
flow accumulation (Figure 7B) files are generated from the DEM. Stream cells in the flow
accumulation are identified based on a user-defined stream threshold (Figure 7B). The DEM is
then divided into nearest-drainage zones; each pixel is assigned to a zone based on the closest
drainage pixel it flows into (Figure 7C). Finally, each cell is assigned a height value, which is the
elevation of that DEM cell minus the elevation of the nearest drainage cell (Figure 7D). Lastly, a
Synthethic Rating Curve (SRC) is calculated using the slope of the river reach, channel geometry
derived from the DEM, a specified roughness coefficient, and Manning’s equation (Zheng,
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Tarboton, et al., 2018). The rating curve relates river flowrate to a height value (Figure 8A). To
create the flood map, each cell with equal or lesser value to the derived flood height is
considered inundated (Figure 8B).

Figure 7: Process of Calculating HAND Raster from a DEM

Figure 8: Example SRC and Flood Map for a Flowrate of 58 m3/s
This method for flood mapping is efficient for multiple reasons. First, the only input data
required is a DEM, and the HAND raster and SRC only need to be created once. This can be
done for an entire country or watershed at the same time, making the HAND method easily
scalable to large areas (Zheng et al., 2016). Once the HAND model and SRC are created,
generating a flood map for a given flowrate is simple and computationally light. From the
flowrate, the height is identified from the SRC, and any cell with a value less than that height is
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considered inundated. The National Water Center has implemented this method, known as
NHDPlus-HAND, in conjunction with the National Water Model for flood mapping throughout
the continental United States (Zheng et al., 2016). Additionally, Krewson (2019) used similar
methods to create HAND flood maps in Bangladesh based on GESS.
While HAND allows for efficient flood map generation, it has limitations that decrease its
reliability. The inaccuracy can be attributed to multiple factors. First, it does not consider river
hydraulics, so areas with control structures or other physical features impacting flow may not be
accurately represented (Godbout et al., 2019). Second, the precision is dependent on the DEM
resolution. Most globally available DEMs having grid sizes of 30 meters or more, so smaller
river channels may not be captured correctly. Moreover, DEMs also generally represent water
surface, not river bathymetry (Zheng, Tarboton, et al., 2018). Third, the reliability of the flood
maps is highly dependent on the SRC (Johnson et al., 2019). This is especially true in flat areas,
where a small error in the depth calculated from the SRC can lead to a considerable over- or
underestimation of flood extent (Johnson et al., 2019). Moreover, HAND does not incorporate
conservation of mass, which would otherwise limit the spread of water over flat areas (Johnson
et al., 2019). Error in the SRC has been attributed to errors both in the Manning’s Roughness
coefficient (Johnson et al., 2019; Zheng, Maidment, et al., 2018) and reach slope calculation
(Dey et al., 2017; Godbout et al., 2019). Varying the Manning’s roughness coefficient, both
spatially across the watershed and between the channel and the floodplain, could reduce errors in
the SRC (Dey et al., 2017; Godbout et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2019).
While improving the SRC would improve the resulting flood maps, the issues involving
conservation of mass and river hydraulics would persist. River hydraulics are especially
important in urban areas with man-made flow control structures, and these are generally more
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populated areas with higher potential damage during a flood disaster. As an alternative to
implementing improvements to HAND and the SRC’s on a large scale, 2D hydraulic models
could be used for flood forecasting in areas of the highest importance.

SRH-2D
Two-dimensional hydraulic models have become a viable tool for engineering applications
like inundation modeling. While 1-D hydraulic models can be useful, especially for long river
reaches, 2D depth-averaged models have many advantages. These include using the topography
of the channel and floodplain between cross-sections and accounting for the effects of turbulence
(Martin Moreta & Lopez Querol, 2017). While 2D models are more computationally expensive
than 1-D models, recent advances in computational capacity have allowed them to become more
popular for open channel flow applications. Additionally, 2D models are frequently used in
design projects and could be deployed later for forecasting purposes. While HAND has the
potential to serve as an initial flood warning on a continental scale, coupling GESS or other
hydrologic forecasts with 2D models could give emergency managers better information in the
places they care most about.
Potential 2D hydraulic models include HEC-RAS 2D, FLO-2D, TUFLOW, TELEMAC2D, SOBEK, and SRH-2D. The purpose of this study was not to compare different 2D models to
each other but to compare a 2D hydrodynamic model to the simpler HAND method. I selected
Sedimentation and River Hydraulics – Two-Dimension (SRH-2D) due to its prevalence in the
United States having been adopted by the Federal Highway Administration (Hogan, 2014) and
certified by the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (Pasternack & Hopkins, 2017).
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SRH-2D is a depth-averaged 2D hydraulic model created by Yong Lai of the US Bureau of
Reclamation (Lai, 2010). It solves the 2D depth-averaged dynamic wave equations using a finitevolume numerical method (Lai, 2010). It is a stable and computationally efficient model, and it
can simulate steady-state flows or variable flow situations (Pasternack & Hopkins, 2017). SRH2D represents surface roughness using Manning’s n coefficient, and it handles the wetting and
drying of grid cells automatically (Lai, 2010). SRH-2D can also model complex hydraulic effects
due to in-stream structures and multiple flow paths (Deslauriers & Mahdi, 2018). Another
benefit of SRH-2D is the implementation of an irregular, blended grid structure. The
computational mesh can have both quadrilateral and triangle grid elements of varying sizes. This
allows for a higher grid resolution in the channel and a coarser grid in the floodplain (Zischg et
al., 2018), balancing model accuracy with computational cost. In terms of accuracy, water
surface elevation is an easier variable to model, whereas computing accurate velocities and bed
shear stresses requires a finer mesh (Lai, 2010).
Surface-water Modeling System (SMS) by Aquaveo, LLC is software that provides a
graphical interface for creating, running, and post-processing SRH-2D models. Users can import
or digitize spatial data, and there are tools for terrain manipulation. SRH-2D simulations can be
created and launched through SMS. Post-processing tools include tools for data visualization,
contour maps, time animations, and dataset calculations.

SAR Imagery
Satellite-based Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery has become increasingly popular
for flood mapping applications, and it works well for a variety of reasons. First, SAR images can
be captured at night and in most kinds of weather, as opposed to optical imagery which does not
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work at night or in cloud cover (Agnihotri et al., 2019; Klemas, 2014); this is especially helpful
because many significant flood events take place under cloud cover (Uddin et al., 2019).
Furthermore, SAR can provide reliable information during extreme flood events where stream
gauges may not accurately measure flowrate (Agnihotri et al., 2019). Some limitations include
the inability of SAR images to capture flooding in small or narrow rivers and data collection
gaps. Sentinel-1, one of the most commonly used open-source SAR datasets, has a 6-day gap
between flyovers for a given area (Shen et al., 2019). Thus, longer-lasting events are captured
better than flash floods. Even with these challenges, SAR imagery has become a valuable tool
for flood mapping and monitoring (Agnihotri et al., 2019; Meyer et al., 2018; Solbø & Solheim,
2005; Uddin et al., 2019), flood forecasting (Chang et al., 2020; Hostache et al., 2018), disaster
response (Meyer et al., 2019), and evaluation of other flood mapping methods (Krewson, 2019;
Parrens et al., 2019). In this study, I used SAR imagery to validate the simulated flood maps
from HAND and SRH-2D.

Topographic Data Sources
The topographic data is the foundation for a good flood model, whether HAND or SRH2D. For HAND maps, and the flood extent can only be as precise as the DEM resolution.
Additionally, an accurate HAND map requires a DEM that generates an accurate stream
delineation. There are many free global DEMs available, and two that I used were the MultiError-Removed Improved-Terrain (MERIT) DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2019) and the NASADEM
(NASA JPL, 2020). The MERIT DEM was created to reduce errors in previously available
global DEMs and thus improve geophysical model studies (Yamazaki et al., 2017). The MERIT
DEM has a spatial resolution of 3-sec, approximately 90-m at the equator, and has high vertical
accuracy. (Krewson, 2019) compared HAND maps generated from both the MERIT DEM and
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the SRTM 3 Second DEM and found that the MERIT DEM performed better. Recently, a global
hydrography dataset MERIT-Hydro was created based on the MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al.,
2019). This dataset includes global flow direction, flow accumulation, water body mask, and
hydrologically adjusted elevations to ensure proper stream network delineation. I used the
MERIT Hydro products to create the HAND models and to create a baseline SRH-2D mesh for
comparison. The NASADEM has a spatial resolution of 1-arc second, approximately 30-m at the
equator, and was as created by reprocessing the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
radar data and then merging it with refined ASTER GDEM elevations, improving upon previous
SRTM elevations (Crippen et al., 2016). I used the NASADEM as a replacement for a local
high-resolution DEM in places where none was available. Both the MERIT products and
NASADEM provide a baseline DEM that can be used in the absence of local, high-resolution
data.
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3

IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDIES

In collaboration with local stakeholders from CEMADEN in Brazil, Senamhi in Peru, and
IDEAM in Colombia through NASA SERVIR Amazonia, I identified three case study areas
(Figure 9) in the Amazon basin: the Madeira River near Jirau, Brazil (Figure 46 in Appendix A);
the Huallaga River near Chazuta, Peru (Figure 47); and the Irinida & Guaviare Rivers near
Irinida, Colombia (Figure 48). For each case study area, I created one HAND model and multiple
SRH-2D models. I simulated historical flood events with each model and validated the flood
extents against water maps created from Sentinel-1 SAR imagery. This analysis included (1)
flood simulations based on observed discharge and (2) flood simulations using GESS forecasts
as inputs (see Figure 6 in Chapter 1).

Figure 9: Study Areas
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Event Selection and SAR Imagery
Using observed streamflow measurements, I identified historical high-flow events on dates
with Sentinel-1 SAR images. Some potential high flow events were missed by the satellite
imagery because of the 6-day gap between Sentinel-1 flyovers. I selected three flood events for
each area: one for the initial calibration and mesh resolution sensitivity analysis, one for the
additional historical flood map validation, and one for the GESS forecast simulation analysis, as
listed below in Table 1. In the Jirau area, I performed the forecast analysis on one additional
event as well.

Table 1: High-flow Events for HAND & SRH-2D Simulations
Study Area
Chazuta, Peru
Irinida, Colombia
Jirau, Brazil

River
Huallaga
Irinida & Guaviare
Madeira

Calibration Event
Feb 4, 2019
Aug 10, 2018
Mar 12, 2019

Validation Event
Mar 12, 2016
Aug 17, 2019
Mar 28, 2018

Forecast Event(s)
Apr 11, 2015
Jul 22, 2017
A: Mar 10, 2017
B: Feb 21, 2018

For each flood event, I created an observed water map from the Sentinel-1 SAR imagery
using the Hydrafloods python package (Markert, 2019), which provides image processing
algorithms and leverages Google Earth Engine resources. To create each water map, I ran the
following built-in algorithms: slope correction (Vollrath et al., 2020), gamma map speckle filter
(Beauchemin et al., 1996), and Bmax Otsu water mapping algorithm (Cao et al., 2019; Markert
et al., 2020). I exported the water masks from Google Earth Engine as rasters and converted
them to polygons for the analysis. An example water mask for the Jirau area is shown below in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Example SAR Water Mask in Jirau Area
HAND
I created HAND rasters for the watersheds of interest as described by Krewson (2019) and
Nobre et al. (2011) using the MERIT-Hydro datasets (Yamazaki et al., 2019) as the input
topographic data. Krewson (2019) compared HAND flood maps created from the SRTM and
MERIT DEM and found that the MERIT DEM performed better. Additionally, the accuracy of a
HAND flood map is highly dependent on the stream network delineation. The MERIT-Hydro
DEM is hydrologically adjusted to better align the delineated streams to actual river networks
(Yamazaki et al., 2019), whereas the higher resolution DEMs were not. I used the MERIT-Hydro
flow direction and flow accumulation datasets to delineate the stream network and the
hydrologically adjusted elevation dataset to calculate HAND. I generated the synthetic rating
curve for each stream reach as described by (Zheng, Tarboton, et al., 2018) using tools included
in the Arc Hydro toolbox produced by Esri (Krewson, 2019). I also identified the GESS river ID
that corresponded to each reach in the HAND stream network. The HAND stream network and
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model were created on a watershed scale, but for the analysis, I extracted the individual
catchments corresponding to the specific areas of interest. Figure 111, Figure 112, and Figure
113 in Appendix A show the HAND stream delineation for each study area.
I created a stack of flood maps in each area of interest using Arc Hydro tools to convert the
HAND raster to flood extent polygons for each stream reach at 1-m flood height increments.
Flood maps for a given flood event were created on a stream-by-stream basis. First, based on the
streamflow in each stream reach, I identified the flood height from the rating curve and extracted
the corresponding flood extent polygon from the precomputed stack. Then, I merged the
polygons from each stream reach in the domain of interest into one flood map for the flood
event.

SRH-2D

3.3.1

Model Creation, Calibration, and Sensitivity Analysis
I created the SRH-2D models using SMS software. The general process was the same for

each model, with specifics for each area discussed in sections 3.3.2-3.3.4. The first step was
terrain manipulation. Each DEM I used represented the water surface, so I estimated the
bathymetry using a trapezoidal channel. I created arcs along the riverbanks with elevations taken
from the DEM and then created the low-flow channel bottom using the SMS feature stamping
tool, as shown in Figure 11. Depending on the site, I also added additional terrain features not
fully represented in the DEM. Second, I created the irregular mesh using a patch (quadrilateral)
mesh for the channel and paving (triangular) mesh for the floodplain (Lai, 2010). Next, I
digitized material zones for surface roughness based on aerial imagery and assigned a Manning’s
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roughness coefficient to each zone. Lastly, I specified the boundary conditions. For the
calibration and historical event simulations, I used a constant inflow; for the forecast analysis, I
used a flow hydrograph. The exit boundary condition for each model was a normal-depth rating
curve. In the absence of a measured rating curve, I used SMS tools to calculate this rating curve
using the mesh topography and Manning’s equation.

Figure 11: Example Trapezoidal Channel Estimate
To calibrate the models, I ran multiple steady-state iterations of the calibration event and
compared the flood extents to the SAR image. I did not have traditional stage observations
within the model domain to use for precise water surface elevation calibration, so I focused the
calibration on improving the simulated flood extent to better match the SAR flood extent.
Additionally, the purpose of this study was not to generate perfectly calibrated models for the
study areas but to evaluate whether there would be value added from a relatively simple SRH-2D
model with minor calibration. To improve the flood extent, I adjusted the Manning’s roughness
for the different material zones and the parameters used to calculate the exit normal-depth rating
curve. For the calculated rating curves, I initially estimated the slope to match the channel
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bottom slope but adjusted as needed during calibration. This initial calibration resulted in one
SRH-2D model for each area.
After calibration, I conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine which aspects of the
models contributed most to an increase in flood extent accuracy when compared to the HAND
maps. I created different meshes highlighting important features. First, I created a mesh in each
area using only the MERIT DEM. This allowed me to compare HAND and SRH-2D directly
using the same input topographic data and to see the impact of DEM resolution on SRH-2D
floodplain accuracy. I created additional models in each area to test the effects of specific
features such as road embankments, riverbanks, and exit boundary conditions. Specific details
for these models are discussed in sections 3.3.2-3.3.4 below. Lastly, I tested the impact of mesh
element size on the flood extent accuracy. Higher element counts in a simulation increase
runtime, and smaller mesh elements require shorter simulation timesteps for model stability.
Since simulation runtime is important in determining the practicality of a flood warning system, I
wanted to see how coarse the 2D mesh could be and still improve upon the HAND result. To do
this, I created four additional meshes in each area with different spatial resolutions. I modified
the node spacing in each calibrated mesh to be 0.5-, 0.75-, 1.25-, and 2.0-times the original
spacing (see section 3.4.1 below).

3.3.2

Jirau Model Details
The model domain encompassed a stretch of highway that runs along the Madeira river

and through a seasonal floodplain (see Figure 46 in Appendix A). This highway is the only
access route for many communities upstream, so this is a highly important area. CEMADEN
provided a 5-m DEM, a road centerline shapefile, and downstream observed streamflow
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measurements. The DEM generally captured the top elevations of the road embankment, but not
the edges. Using the road top elevations, the centerline shapefile, and the feature stamping tool in
SMS, I created a well-defined road embankment, as shown in Figure 12. There were a few small
bridges in the model domain, but I did not simulate them with pressure flow; instead, I left out
the bridge and just showed the embankment end cap. I assumed a trapezoidal channel 25-m deep
with a bottom width of 300-m, roughly ½ to ¼ of the river width. The slope of the water surface
in the DEM was essentially zero, so I assumed a channel-bottom slope of 0.0001. The calibrated
mesh is shown in Figure 13, and Table 2 describes its geometry.

Figure 12: Road Embankment for Jirau SRH-2D Model
This model had three inflow boundary conditions: the main channel and two smaller
streams to the south and southwest of the floodplain. I did not have measured water levels within
the domain, so I used the SMS channel calculator to determine the exit-boundary normal-depth
rating curve (see Figure 14). I estimated the energy slope to match the channel bottom slope,
0.0001, and calibration resulted in a composite Manning’s n of 0.044. The model was divided
into four material zones: channel, flood plain, forest, and road. The calibrated roughness
coefficients are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 13: Jirau Calibrated SRH-2D Mesh

Table 2: Jirau Calibrated Mesh Geometry
River Width
(m)

River Length
(km)

610-1430

49.4

Minimum Road
Embankment
Element Size (m)
37 x 15

Minimum Channel
Element Size (m)
79 x 54

Maximum
Channel
Element Size (m)
346 x 110

Maximum
Element Edge
Size (m)
900

After calibration, I created two additional models from the MERIT-Hydro DEM, one
with the road embankment from the high-resolution DEM and the other without. This allowed
me to see if the value added by the 2D model was from the high-resolution DEM over the whole
model domain or the from the specific feature of interest, in this case, the road embankment. I
used the same mesh geometry, boundary conditions, material zones, and trapezoidal channel as
the calibrated model.
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Figure 14: Jirau SRH-2D Exit Boundary Rating Curve

Table 3: Jirau Manning’s Roughness Coefficients
Material Zone
Manning’s N

3.3.3

Channel
0.033

Flood Plain
0.065

Forest
0.085

Road
0.02

Chazuta Model Details
For the Chazuta area (see Figure 47 in Appendix A), I received observed streamflow and

water levels from Senamhi, but there was no high-resolution DEM available. I used the 30-m
NASADEM as a replacement (NASA JPL, 2020). My initial trapezoidal channel estimate was
15-m deep and 100-m wide at the bottom. Initial results showed an overestimation of flooding
throughout the model, so I increased the channel volume by increasing the bottom width to 140m. Following the slope of the DEM water surface, I estimated the channel-bottom slope to be
0.00025 upstream of the island and 0.0004 downstream.
Even after widening the channel bottom, there was still an overestimation of flooding
during the calibration event. A large portion of the floodplain was at a lower elevation than the
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river, and the water was incorrectly spilling out and filling this area. The DEM did not
consistently represent this natural levy, so I used the SMS tools to raise the low bank elevations
in this area to prevent spilling. While this was an estimate, I included it to see what impact
adding in the correct flow control could have for this model. The calibrated mesh is shown in
Figure 15, and Table 4 describes its geometry.

Figure 15: Chazuta Calibrated SRH-2D Mesh

Table 4: Chazuta Calibrated Mesh Geometry
River Width
(m)
100-470

River Length
(km)
24.1

Minimum Channel
Element Size (m)
22 x 16

Maximum Channel
Element Size (m)
93 x 36

Maximum Element
Edge Size (m)
321

I took two approaches for the exit boundary condition. First, since the stream gauge was
not at the exit point, I used the SMS channel calculator to estimate the rating curve. Even after
calibrating the input rating curve parameters, the estimated rating curve had a much steeper slope
than the curve from the stream gauge. This caused the water level to rise too much with a small
increase in flowrate and over-flood. Next, I tried using the stream gauge rating curve, even
though the gauge was not exactly at the model exit point. The measured water levels were
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relative, so I had to estimate a datum to convert the water level to an elevation. To calibrate the
rating curve, I adjusted this datum to help the water level match the satellite flood extent. I used
the gauge rating curve to calibrate the Chazuta model, and as part of the validation, I compared
the results from the calculated rating curve. The parameters for the best calculated rating curve
were a slope of 0.0003 and composite Manning’s n of 0.04. Both the gauge and rating curves are
shown in Figure 16. This model only had one inflow boundary condition, and I divided it into
three material zones: channel, floodplain, and developed. The calibrated roughness coefficients
are shown in Table 5.
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Figure 16: Chazuta SRH-2D Exit Boundary Rating Curves

Table 5: Chazuta Manning’s Roughness Coefficients
Material Zone
Manning’s N

Channel
0.03

Flood Plain
0.06

Developed
0.05

I created two additional models from the calibrated mesh for the validation analysis. First,
I removed the artificially risen banks from the calibrated model. This helped to see the value
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added by including important flow control features. Second, I created a mesh from the MERITHydro DEM. The water surface elevation and the ground surface near the river in the MERIT
DEM were lower than in the NASADEM, so I shifted the channel bottom elevations down four
meters to achieve the same channel depth as the calibrated model. I also shifted the rating curve
to match the channel. In both models, I used the same inflows and material zones as the
calibrated model.

3.3.4

Irinida Model Details
The area of interest was near the city of Irinida, which lies on the banks of the Irinida River

just upstream of its confluence with the Guaviare River. To account for potential backwater
effects, I extended the model domain past this confluence. There were two stream gauges in this
area, one near Irinida and another downstream of the confluence. Like Chazuta, there was no
high-resolution DEM, so I used the 30-m NASADEM. Examining cross-sections of the DEM
showed that the water surface elevation was much deeper than the bank elevations, so I estimated
a shallow 6-m deep trapezoidal channel, with a bottom width of 200-m and a slope of 0.0001.
The DEM slope in the upstream branch of the Guaviare river was steeper, so I estimated the
channel bottom slope at 0.0005. The calibrated mesh is shown in Figure 17, and Table 6
describes its geometry.
I put the model exit point at the downstream gauge to use the rating curve as the exit
boundary condition. Like Chazuta, these water levels were relative, so I estimated the datum and
adjusted it during calibration. This model had two inflows: the Irinida and Guaviare Rivers. I
split the domain into three material zones: channel, floodplain, and developed. Table 7 lists the
calibrated roughness coefficients.
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Figure 17: Irinida Calibrated SRH-2D Mesh

Table 6: Irinida Calibrated Mesh Geometry
River Width
(m)
425-925

River Length
(km)
30.7

Minimum Channel
Element Size (m)
54 x 21

Maximum Channel
Element Size (m)
160 x 65

Maximum Element
Edge Size (m)
455

Table 7: Irinida Manning’s Roughness Coefficients
Material Zone
Manning’s N

Channel
0.015

Flood Plain
0.06

Developed
0.05

After calibration, I created two more models for validation. The first was the same as the
calibrated model but with an exit rating curve calculated in SMS with a slope of 0.00005 and
composite Manning’s n of 0.021. In this case, the SMS calculator produced a rating curve very
similar to the gauge curve, especially in the high flow range (see Figure 18). The second model
was based on the MERIT-Hydro DEM. The trapezoidal channel had the same bottom slope as
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the calibrated model with bank arcs derived from the MERIT-DEM. In this area, the NASADEM
was higher than the MERIT-Hydro DEM, so I shifted the channel bottom down two meters to
make up for this difference. The initial results from the MERIT DEM showed an overestimation
of flooding, so I shifted the stream-gauge rating curve down four meters relative to the calibrated
model.
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Figure 18: Irinida SRH-2D Exit Boundary Rating Curves

Simulations

3.4.1

Historical Analysis
In each area, I simulated two historical events using observed streamflow observations: the

calibration event and the validation event (see Table 1 in section 3.1). After calibration, I
simulated the validation event with the calibrated model. To test each additional SRH-2D model,
I simulated both events. Figure 19 shows the historical analysis workflow I followed for each
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area; the blue boxes represent the calibration event, and the green boxes represent the validation
event. The models used for the historical analysis are summarized in Table 8.

Figure 19: Historical Analysis Workflow
Table 8: Summary of SRH-2D Models for Calibration and Validation Events
Study Area
Jirau

Chazuta

Irinida

Model Name
Jirau Calibrated
Jirau MERIT DEM
Jirau MERIT w/ Road
Chazuta Calibrated
Chazuta Calculated RC
Chazuta No Banks
Chazuta MERIT DEM
Irinida Calibrated
Irinida Calculated RC
Irinida MERIT DEM

Description
Calibrated model, 5-m DEM, road embankment, calc. rating curve
MERIT DEM, calculated rating curve
MERIT DEM, road embankment from 5-m DEM, calc. rating curve
Calibrated model, NASADEM, risen banks, gauge rating curve
Same as calibrated, but with calculated rating curve
Same as calibrated, but without artificially risen banks
MERIT DEM, no risen banks, gauge rating curve
Calibrated model, NASADEM, gauge rating curve
Same as calibrated but with calculated rating curve
MERIT DEM, gauge rating curve
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For some of the model inflows, stream gauge observations were supplemented with the
GESS historical simulation. For example, in the Jirau area, the stream gauge was located
approximately 80 miles downstream. To estimate the flowrate in the streams without observed
flows, I retrieved the GESS historically simulated flows for both the stream of interest and the
stream corresponding to the stream gauge and multiplied the observed flowrate by the ratio of
the two simulated flows. This same process was used to estimate the flowrates in each stream
without observed data for the HAND simulations. In the Irinida model, I had a stream gauge for
both the Irinida inflow and the outlet, so I estimated the Guaviare inflow by subtracting the
Irinida inflow from the total outflow. Table 9 shows the flowrates used for each SRH-2D
simulation.
Table 9: Flowrates for Historical Analysis
Study Area
Jirau
Chazuta
Irinida

Inflow
Madeira
SW
SE
Huallaga
Irinida
Guaviare

Calibration Event (cms)
43,050
82
150
6,077
10,786
8,662

Validation Event (cms)
42,000
40
90
7,506
7,246
6,723

For the mesh-resolution sensitivity analysis, I only simulated the calibration event. Details
for each of these simulations are shown in Table 10. In the Jirau area, I had to reduce the
timestep for meshes with smaller elements to achieve stability. The workflow for this analysis is
shown in Figure 20. I compared each mesh resolution to the calibrated model, and I analyzed
whether the relative improvement over HAND increased or decreased with a change in mesh
resolution.
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Table 10: Mesh Resolution Sensitivity Analysis Simulation Information
Study Area

Jirau

Chazuta

Irinida

Mesh
Grid Spacing x 0.5
Grid Spacing x 0.75
Calibrated
Grid Spacing x 1.25
Grid Spacing x 2.0
Grid Spacing x 0.5
Grid Spacing x 0.75
Calibrated
Grid Spacing x 1.25
Grid Spacing x 2.0
Grid Spacing x 0.5
Grid Spacing x 0.75
Calibrated
Grid Spacing x 1.25
Grid Spacing x 2.0

Node Count
122,339
53,125
30,813
19,476
9,330
46,025
20,732
11,599
8,156
3,428
56,201
23,038
14,124
9,594
4,290

Element Count
214,142
93,541
53,885
33,208
15,109
72,916
33,717
18,307
12,959
5,149
93,578
39,798
23,438
15,596
6,711

Duration
(hr)
96
96
96
96
96
24
24
24
24
24
60
60
60
60
60

Time-step
(s)
2
3
3
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

Figure 20: Mesh Resolution Sensitivity Analysis Workflow
3.4.2

Forecast Analysis
Depending on the mesh size, setting up the boundary conditions and running a multi-day

forecast through a 2D model could take a long time and delay emergency response; conversely,
one of the most valuable benefits to the HAND and SRC method for flood mapping is how
quickly flood maps can be created from a forecasted flowrate. For example, the HAND flood
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maps are created ahead of time at 1-m flood height increments, and then the flood map closest to
the forecasted height is used.
To try to replicate this benefit with the SRH-2D models, I created a stack of precomputed
steady-state SRH-2D flood extents at incremental flowrates. Initially, these incremental flowrates
corresponded to the GESS return periods, including the 2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-yr
flowrates; however, in these study areas, the GESS 2-yr return periods were higher than the
observed flowrates. Instead, I used 1,000-cms increments near the observed flowrate in the Jirau
area and 500-cms increments in the Irinida and Chazuta areas. The goal of establishing
incremental flowrates was to use enough flowrates to capture significant changes in the river and
floodplain behavior. My analysis served as a proof of concept, and additional studies would be
needed to determine the best method for defining the incremental flowrates, which could include
correcting the GESS return periods as needed. To estimate the flood map for a given event, the
forecasted flow would be matched to the closest incremental flow, also referred to as the index
flow. To test this approach, I compared the precomputed flood extent for a given index flowrate
to the flood extent generated by simulating the entire forecast hydrograph. The workflow for this
forecast analysis is presented in Figure 21.
For this analysis, I used archived GESS forecasts for the forecast events listed previously
in Table 1. For each event, I simulated both the 2-day and 5-day lead time forecasts. The purpose
of this analysis was not to determine the accuracy of the GESS forecasts but to assess the
usability of SRH-2D for flood forecasting. Thus, to reduce the error in the flood maps caused by
uncertainty in the forecast, I corrected the hydrographs based on the observed streamflow data.
GESS provides ensemble forecasts, and I used the maximum value from the forecast ensemble
because, in this case, it best matched the shape of the event. I multiplied each value in the
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Figure 21: Forecast Analysis Workflow
hydrograph by the ratio of the observed flowrate on the day of the event to the daily average
forecasted flow. This resulted in an average flow on the date of the satellite image equal to the
observed flowrate, while still preserving the shape of the hydrograph. These hydrographs are
shown below in Figure 22 to Figure 25. To determine the flowrate to use for both the HAND
method and the pre-computed SRH-2D flood map, I took the corrected daily average on the day
of the event at each stream reach. The index flows selected for the SRH-2D models are shown in
Table 11. For the indexed flows in the Irinida SRH-2D model, I used the average of the Irinida
and Guaviare flows as the same inflow for both rivers (see Table 11).
For simplicity in this study, I estimated the initial condition for the Chazuta and Irinida
models to be a constant bank-full water surface elevation. For the Jirau model, I used the steadystate flood extent from simulating the GESS historical simulation average flow. This allowed the
main channel to be at bank-full while not beginning the simulation with the two smaller inflows
dry.
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31,600

Flowrate (cms)

31,400
31,200
31,000
30,800
Madeira Inflow 5-d

30,600

Madeira Inflow 2-d

30,400
3/5/2017

3/7/2017

3/9/2017

3/11/2017

Figure 22: Jirau Forecast Event A Hydrographs

42,000

Flowrate (cms)

40,000
38,000
36,000
34,000
Madeira Inflow 5-d

32,000

Madeira Inflow 2-d

30,000
2/16/2018

2/18/2018

2/20/2018

Figure 23: Jirau Forecast Event B Hydrographs
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2/22/2018

Flowrate (cms)

10,000
9,500

Huallaga Inflow 5-d

9,000

Huallaga Inflow 2-d

8,500
8,000
7,500
7,000
6,500
6,000
4/6/2015

4/8/2015

4/10/2015

4/12/2015

Figure 24: Chazuta Forecast Event Hydrographs

8,500
8,000

Flowrate (cms)

7,500
7,000
6,500
Irinida Inflow 5-d

6,000

Irinida Inflow 2-d
Guaviare Inflow 5-d

5,500

Guaviare Inflow 2-d

5,000
7/17/2017

7/19/2017

7/21/2017

7/23/2017

Figure 25: Irinida Forecast Event Hydrographs

Table 11: Index Flowrates for Forecast Events
Study Area

Event

Jirau
Jirau
Chazuta
Irinida (&
Guaviare)

A: Mar 10, 2017
B: Feb 21, 2018
Apr 11, 2015
Jul 22, 2017

5-d Average
Flow (cms)
31,254
40,701
9,472
7,245 &
7,019
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5-d Index
Flow (cms)
30,000
40,000
9,500
7,000

2-d Average
Flow (cms)
30,837
40,729
9,648
7245 &
7,019

2-d Index
Flow (cms)
30,000
40,000
9,500
7,000

Flood Map Validation
Each simulated flood map created from HAND and SRH-2D was validated against a flood
map created from Sentinel-1 SAR imagery. For purposes of this study, the SAR flood maps were
considered the observed floodplain. While SAR-produced flood maps are not perfect
observations, there were limited other observed data in the study areas to use for floodplain
validation.
To quantify the accuracy of the simulated flood maps, I used the method presented by
Johnson et al. (2019) in their evaluation of the National Water Model HAND implementation.
They calculated four metrics: area ratio, rate of accuracy, rate of overprediction, and rate of
under prediction. The area ratio shows whether the simulation is correctly predicting the total
amount of inundated area, regardless of exactly where the inundation occurs. Rate of accuracy is
a measure of the flooded area in the simulation that matches the observation, overprediction is a
measure of the flooded area in the simulation that was dry in the observation, and
underprediction is a measure of the dry area in the simulation that was flooded in the
observation. Johnson et al. (2019) calculated these metrics using the number of grid cells in flood
map rasters. Due to the irregular meshes in the SRH-2D models and the difference in cell size
between the HAND and SAR maps, I converted each flood map to a polygon and calculated
these metrics using areas instead of raster cell counts. The area ratio metric was defined as
follows:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) =

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

(3-1)

To define the other three metrics, the simulated flood maps were divided into three areas:
correctly predicted wet (CPW), incorrectly predicted wet (IPW), and incorrectly predicted dry
(IPD). The metrics were defined as:
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝐴𝐴) =

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

(3-2)

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 (𝑂𝑂) =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 (𝑈𝑈) =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

(3-3)
(3-4)

The denominator for these metrics includes all three areas to penalize flood maps that
overpredict; otherwise, if the rate of accuracy were just the correctly predicted wet area divided
by the observed inundation area, an accuracy rate of 100% could be achieved by flooding
everywhere. Additionally, Johnson et al. (2019) used a water body mask to remove the
permanently wet areas from both the observed and simulated flood maps before calculating these
metrics. This way, the simulations were not given credit for predicting the river channel as wet.
To do this, I used the Global 1-second Water Body Map (G1WBM) (Yamazaki et al., 2015).
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4

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In this section, I present the results of each simulation. First, I discuss the historical
analysis, including the calibration and validation events, as well as the mesh resolution
sensitivity analysis. Next, I discuss the forecast analysis. Flood maps shown in this section
include both the observed and simulated floodplain. As discussed in section 3.5, CPW is the
correctly predicted wet area, IPD is the incorrectly predicted dry area, and IPW is the incorrectly
predicted wet area. CPW and IPW together make up the simulated extent, while CPW and IPD
together represent the observed extent. The WBM represents the permanent water mask. While
only selected flood maps are shown in this section, the complete set is included in Appendix A.

Historical Analysis

4.1.1

Jirau Historical Analysis
The calibrated model flood maps for the calibration and validation events are shown in

Figure 26 and Figure 27, respectively. Table 12 and Figure 28 show the metrics for each model
in the historical analysis. The road surface was dry for each event in both SRH-2D models with
the embankment, while it was flooded in the HAND and SRH-2D MERIT DEM model.
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Figure 26: Jirau Calibration Event--SRH-2D Calibrated

Figure 27: Jirau Validation Event--SRH-2D Calibrated
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Table 12: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Jirau Historical Analysis
Date

Simulation

AR
1.137
0.937
0.972
0.934
1.401
0.906
0.872
0.814

HAND
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Merit DEM
SRH-2D Merit w/ Road
HAND
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Merit DEM
SRH-2D Merit w/ Road

Calibration Event
43,050 cms

Validation Event
42,000 cms

AR

U
0.372
0.268
0.331
0.348
0.333
0.327
0.387
0.408

1.0
0.8

1.2

0.6

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.2
HAND

SRH-2D
Calibrated

SRH-2D
Merit DEM

0.0

SRH-2D
Merit w/
Road

HAND

O
1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2
HAND

SRH-2D
Calibrated

SRH-2D
Calibrated

SRH-2D
Merit DEM

SRH-2D
Merit w/
Road

SRH-2D
Merit DEM

SRH-2D
Merit w/
Road

U

1.0

0.0

O
0.448
0.218
0.311
0.302
0.524
0.258
0.297
0.273

A

1.6

0.0

A
0.181
0.514
0.358
0.349
0.143
0.415
0.316
0.319

SRH-2D
Merit DEM

0.0

SRH-2D
Merit w/
Road

HAND

SRH-2D
Calibrated

Calibration Event

Validation Event

Figure 28: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Jirau Historical Analysis
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The calibrated SRH-2D model showed significant improvement over HAND in terms of
accuracy and overprediction. The two MERIT SRH-2D models also had higher accuracy and
lower overprediction, but not as much as the calibrated model. This can be attributed to two main
factors. First, the high-resolution DEM captured the large floodplain better than the MERIT.
Second, since the HAND flood height is determined on a stream-by-stream basis, it does not
account for backwater across catchments. The streams in the floodplain had low flows and thus
low heights. The water from the main channel was not allowed to overflow into the floodplain
catchments. This led to the SRH-2D models based on the same DEM to achieve an accuracy
approximately twice that of HAND.
The calibrated model achieved a rate of accuracy of 0.514 for the calibration event. While
this was much better than HAND, it was still only half accurate. In this model, as the water
surface elevation rose enough to backfill the floodplain, it spilled over the banks along the main
channel. This resulted in a combination of underprediction in the flood plain (the orange area in
Figure 26) and overprediction along the main channel (the red area), reducing the accuracy. The
high-resolution DEM only showed a narrow low spot where the water backfills out of the river to
the floodplain; from the satellite imagery, it appears this area should be wider. It is also possible
that a large portion of the water in the floodplain comes from the upstream inflows and not
backwater from the main channel. Additionally, the model shows that the floodplain drains out to
the main channel, but there may be more storage that builds up from the upstream flow over
time. Comparing the two events from the calibrated model shows that the exit rating curve is less
accurate at lower flowrates; thus, the water surface elevation in the validation event was not high
enough to fill the floodplain as much as the SAR image indicated.
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The metrics for both MERIT DEM models were very similar. The main difference was
whether the road surface was wet or dry. This would suggest that for these events, the greater
benefit in the SRH-2D model came from the high-resolution DEM representing the floodplain
accurately and not from the road embankment. However, it is possible that during a more severe
event the flow at the bridge openings could be choked, causing backfill, and the embankment
itself would have a more direct impact.
The metrics for the resolution test are shown in Table 13, and Figure 29 highlights the rate
of accuracy. Each SRH-2D model performed much better than HAND. The rate of accuracy
hardly changed for the 0.5, 0.75, calibrated, or 1.25 models. Only in the model with double the
grid spacing did the accuracy drop off. This suggests that the 0.75 model may be optimal since it
ran faster and did not lose accuracy.
Table 13: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Jirau Resolution Test
Date

Calibration Event
43,050 cms

Simulation
HAND
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 0.5
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 0.75
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 1.25
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 2.0

AR
1.137
0.912
0.913
0.937
0.945
0.860

A
0.181
0.514
0.511
0.514
0.512
0.459

O
0.448
0.208
0.210
0.218
0.223
0.215

Rate of Accuracy (A)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

HAND

SRH-2D…

SRH-2D…SRH-2D Calibrated SRH-2D…

SRH-2D…

Figure 29: Rate of Accuracy (A) for Jirau Resolution Test
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U
0.372
0.278
0.279
0.268
0.265
0.325

4.1.2

Chazuta Historical Analysis
The calibrated model flood maps for the calibration and validation events are shown in

Figure 30 and Figure 31, respectively. Table 14 and Figure 32 show the metrics for each model
in the historical analysis.

Figure 30: Chazuta Calibration Event--SRH-2D Calibrated

Figure 31: Chazuta Validation Event--SRH-2D Calibrated
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Table 14: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Chazuta Historical Analysis
Date

Simulation

AR
21.657
0.405
0.289
1.056
4.188
28.937
3.763
4.253
5.029
7.949

HAND
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Calculated RC
SRH-2D No Banks
SRH-2D Merit DEM
HAND
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Calculated RC
SRH-2D No Banks
SRH-2D Merit DEM

Calibration Event
6,077 cms

Validation Event
7,506 cms

AR

U
0.014
0.655
0.737
0.397
0.142
0.006
0.134
0.110
0.092
0.065

1.0

30

0.8

25
20

0.6

15

0.4

10

0.2

5
HAND

0.0

SRH-2D SRh-2D SRH-2D SRH-2D
Calibrated Calc. RC No Banks Merit
DEM

HAND

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2
HAND

SRH-2D SRh-2D SRH-2D SRH-2D
Calibrated Calc. RC No Banks Merit
DEM

U

O

0.0

O
0.954
0.147
0.089
0.429
0.795
0.966
0.770
0.791
0.820
0.882

A

35

0

A
0.032
0.199
0.174
0.174
0.063
0.029
0.096
0.099
0.088
0.052

0.0

SRH-2D SRh-2D SRH-2D SRH-2D
Calibrated Calc. RC No Banks Merit
DEM

HAND

SRH-2D SRh-2D SRH-2D SRH-2D
Calibrated Calc. RC No Banks Merit
DEM
Calibration Event

Validation Event

Figure 32: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Chazuta Historical Analysis
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First, the HAND method severely overpredicted flooding in this area. This was due to a
large portion of the floodplain being at a lower elevation than the river itself. The HAND method
does not consider whether the water has risen enough to spill over the banks, it just uses the
relative height difference between the cells. Thus, HAND will always predict this lower area to
be flooded. Another limitation of HAND is that it does not consider conservation of mass, so an
unlimited amount of water can spread over the flood plain, magnifying the overprediction. These
limitations coupled with the bathymetry being represented in the SRH-2D MERIT DEM model
helped it slightly outperform the HAND, even though they were both based on the same DEM.
The SRH-2D models performed better than HAND, though the highest accuracy was only
0.199. The calibrated model had considerable underprediction in the calibration event and
overprediction in the validation event. At the lower flow, the calculated rating curve
underpredicted more than the gauge rating curve; however, at the higher flow, the calculated
rating curve overpredicted more. As discussed in section 3.3.3, this is due to the slope of the
rating curves. In this area, the gauge curve performed better, but at the high flowrate, it still
overpredicted at 75%.
For the lower flow event, the calibrated model performed better than the model without the
banks. The accuracy was higher (0.199 to 0.174) and the overprediction was considerably lower
(0.147 to 0.429). However, in the higher-flow validation event, there was less of a difference in
performance. Both models had an accuracy under 0.1 and an overprediction above 0.75. This
shows that while improving the flow control along the banks did improve the model at low
flowrates, the global DEM was insufficient to represent the banks in a way to model higher flow
scenarios correctly.
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The metrics for the resolution test are shown in Table 15, and Figure 33 highlights the rate
of accuracy. Each SRH-2D model performed much better than HAND. While the rate of
accuracy improved with an increase in mesh element size, the highest accuracy was only 0.215.
The highest resolution model performed the worst because with the small element size, low spots
on the banks were exposed and the water escaped. Before settling on an optimal mesh resolution
for this model, other aspects including the channel estimate, river-bank flow control, and the
rating curve should be improved.

Table 15: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Chazuta Resolution Test
Date

Feb 4, 2019
6,077 cms

Simulation
HAND
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 0.5
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 0.75
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 1.25
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 2.0

AR
21.657
0.979
0.403
0.405
0.444
0.377

A
0.032
0.160
0.196
0.199
0.203
0.215

O
0.954
0.414
0.148
0.147
0.167
0.118

Rate of Accuracy (A)

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

HAND

SRH-2D
x 0.5

SRH-2D
x 0.75

SRH-2D
Calibrated

SRH-2D
x 1.25

SRH-2D
x 2.0

Figure 33: Rate of Accuracy (A) for Chazuta Resolution Test
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U
0.014
0.426
0.657
0.655
0.630
0.667

4.1.3

Irinida Historical Analysis
The calibrated model flood maps for the calibration and validation events are shown in

Figure 34 and Figure 35, respectively. Table 16 and Figure 36 show the metrics for each model
in the historical analysis. The specific area of interest was around the City of Irinida and the
floodplains near the Irinida River. I extended the SRH-2D model to include the confluence and
use the stream gauge rating curve as an exit; however, for analysis purposes, I clipped the flood
extents to the Irinida area.

Figure 34: Irinida Calibration Event--SRH-2D Calibrated
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Figure 35: Irinida Validation Event--SRH-2D Calibrated

Table 16: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Irinida Historical Analysis
Date
Calibration Event
10,786 cms

Validation Event
8,662 cms

Simulation
HAND
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Calculated RC
SRH-2D Merit DEM
HAND
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Calculated RC
SRH-2D Merit DEM

AR
2.472
1.421
1.460
1.366
5.105
1.129
1.030
2.114

A
0.244
0.353
0.351
0.206
0.110
0.226
0.237
0.056

O
0.642
0.441
0.451
0.490
0.818
0.424
0.391
0.661

U
0.114
0.206
0.198
0.304
0.072
0.350
0.372
0.283

Of all the study areas, the HAND model performed best in Irinida. It had a higher accuracy
(0.244) than the SRH-2D model based on the MERIT DEM (0.206). This could be in part
because HAND simulated a small tributary near the flood plain that I did not include in the SRH2D model. Though the HAND model performed relatively better in this area compared to the
other areas, the calibrated SRH-2D model was still more accurate. Compared to each SRH49

AR

A

6.0

1.0

5.0

0.8

4.0

0.6

3.0

0.4

2.0

0.2

1.0
0.0

HAND

0.0

SRH-2D SRh-2D Calc. SRH-2D
Calibrated
RC
Merit DEM

HAND

O

U

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

HAND

SRH-2D SRh-2D Calc. SRH-2D
Calibrated
RC
Merit DEM

0.0

SRH-2D SRh-2D Calc. SRH-2D
Calibrated
RC
Merit DEM

HAND

SRH-2D SRh-2D Calc. SRH-2D
Calibrated
RC
Merit DEM
Calibration Event

Validation Event

Figure 36: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Irinida Historical Analysis
2D simulation, HAND had a much higher area ratio and overprediction. As mentioned
previously, this could be due to the lack of conservation of mass that would otherwise prevent
water from spreading out so far.
There was little to no difference between the calibrated SRH-2D model with the gauge
rating curve and the model with the calculated rating curve. The gauge rating curve had
accuracies of 0.353 and 0.226: the calculated 0.351 and 0.237. As shown previously in Figure
18, the rating curves were nearly identical—in contrast to the Chazuta area, where the slopes of
the rating curves were very different. Knowing the shape and slope of the gauge rating curve at
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the outlet helped to adjust the parameters used to calculate the artificial curve. Additionally, it is
likely the channel approximation in the Irinida model depicted the actual cross-section geometry
better than the Chazuta channel did, helping the calculated rating curve to better match the gauge
rating curve.
Like the other study areas, the model performance decreased in the validation event. I
calibrated the model to one flowrate, and while the rating curve and channel approximation
together worked well in the calibration event, they did not as well in the validation event.
Another source of error in this model is the DEM. Once water escapes the channel in the
southern part of the model, it fills up the entire floodplain area (see the large IPW area in Figure
34); conversely, the SAR image shows a more fragmented inundation area. A high-resolution
DEM might represent this more accurately and could reduce overprediction in that specific area.
The metrics for the resolution test are shown in Table 17, and Figure 37 displays the rate of
accuracy. Like the Jirau area, the coarsest mesh performed the worst, while the other four meshes
performed similarly. I did not represent any detailed features in this model, so increasing element
size had less impact. The minor decrease in the accuracy is likely attributed to the decreased
definition of the floodplain with larger element sizes. With the topographic data available, the
coarse mesh predicted the floodplain almost as well as the fine mesh.

Table 17: Flood Map Validation Metrics and for Irinida Resolution Test
Date

Calibration Event
10,786 cms

Simulation
HAND
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 0.5
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 0.75
SRH-2D Calibrated
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 1.25
SRH-2D Grid Spacing x 2.0
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AR
2.472
1.444
1.444
1.421
1.436
1.400

A
0.244
0.356
0.354
0.353
0.352
0.338

O
0.642
0.445
0.446
0.441
0.445
0.442

U
0.114
0.199
0.200
0.206
0.203
0.219

Rate of Accuracy (A)

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

HAND

SRH-2D
x 0.5

SRH-2D
x 0.75

SRH-2D
Calibrated

SRH-2D
x 1.25

SRH-2D
x 2.0

Figure 37: Rate of Accuracy (A) for Irinida Resolution Test

Forecast Analysis

4.2.1

Jirau Forecast Analysis
Forecasted flood maps for both Jirau forecast events are shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39,

respectively. Table 18, Figure 40, and Figure 41 show the metrics for each simulation. The 2-day
simulations (72-hr duration) took an average of 1.7 hours of computation time, and the 5-day
simulation (144-hr duration) took an average of 3.1 hours. Both forecast events had flowrates
lower than the calibration event, and the water level did not rise enough to fill the floodplain as
much as the SAR image indicated. This was particularly true for the 2017 event, where there was
no simulated flooding along the main river channel. This underprediction reiterated the issue of
the exit boundary rating curve not being accurate for a wide range of flowrates.
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Figure 38: Jirau Forecast Event A–SRH-2D 5-day Hydrograph

Figure 39: Jirau Forecast Event B--SRH-2D 5-day Hydrograph
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Table 18: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Jirau Forecast Analysis
Event

Simulation

AR
2.053
0.408
0.455
2.096
0.408
0.541
1.550
0.732
0.847
1.701
0.732
0.825

HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph
HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph
HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph
HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Forecast Event A
5-day Lead Time
~31,200 cms
Forecast Event A
2-day Lead Time
~30,800 cms
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Figure 40: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Jirau Forecast Analysis--Event A
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Figure 41: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Jirau Forecast Analysis--Event B
For both events, the SRH-2D simulations had higher accuracy than HAND. In the lowerflow 2017 event, the accuracy of the SRH-2D index was about halfway between HAND and the
SRH-2D hydrograph simulations. In the higher-flow 2018 event, the SRH-2D index performed
almost as well as the hydrograph simulation, with the accuracy more than doubling that of
HAND. These results suggest that there is potential for using the precomputed flood extents as
an approximation. However, there are some potential issues. First, in this Jirau Model, there are
three inflows. The smaller inflows often peak at different times than the main channel, making it
difficult to consider different combinations of flowrates. Second, the inundation extent not only
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depends on the flowrate but also the initial condition. An initial condition where the floodplain
was full may have led to better results.

4.2.2

Chazuta Forecast Analysis
The forecasted flood map from the SRH-2D 5-day hydrograph simulation is shown in

Figure 42. Table 19 and Figure 43 show the metrics for each simulation in the forecast analysis.
The 2-day hydrograph simulation (72-hr duration) took 1.6 hours of computation time, and the 5day (144-hr duration) took 2.4 hours.

Figure 42: Chazuta Forecast Event--SRH-2D 5-day Hydrograph

Table 19: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Chazuta Forecast Analysis
Date
Apr 11, 2015
5-day Lead Time
~9,500 cms
Apr 11, 2015
2-day Lead Time
~9,600 cms

Simulation

AR
20.051
6.049
6.496
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6.049
6.437

HAND
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HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph
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Figure 43: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Chazuta Forecast Analysis
Like the validation event, the SRH-2D models outperform the HAND; however, each
model overpredicted so much that the accuracy was very low, less than 0.10. The forecast event
had a higher flowrate than both the calibration and validation events, and the results further
emphasize the issue of the inaccurate rating curve in the Chazuta model. Even though both
models were highly inaccurate, the SRH-2D index and hydrograph simulations yielded very
similar results. In this case, there was little to no benefit added by running the entire hydrograph.
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4.2.3

Irinida Forecast Analysis
The 2-day forecasted flood map from the SRH-2D 2-day hydrograph simulation is shown

in Figure 44. Table 20 and Figure 45 show the metrics for each simulation in the forecast
analysis. The 2-day hydrograph simulation (72-hr duration) took 1.8 hours of computation time,
and the 5-day (144-hr duration) took 2.8 hours.

Figure 44: Irinida Forecast Event—SRH-2D 2-day Hydrograph

Table 20: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Irinida Forecast Event
Date
Jul 22, 2017
5-day Lead Time
~7,100 cms
Jul 22, 2017
2-day Lead Time
~7,100 cms

Simulation
HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph
HAND
SRH-2D Index
SRH-2D Hydrograph

AR
6.113
0.831
0.862
6.113
0.831
0.947
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Figure 45: Flood Map Validation Metrics for Irinida Forecast Analysis
The SRH-2D models performed well compared to HAND in the Irinida area, with an
accuracy almost three times higher. Additionally, the SRH-2D index performed better than the
hydrograph simulation. Once again, in the event simulated, there was little to no gain from
running the entire forecast hydrograph. One reason this worked well for this event was that the
flows from the Guaviare and Irinida Rivers were very similar, so using the same flowrate for
both did not introduce error. However, in the calibration and validation events, these two rivers
had very different flows. In a case like this, using an index with the same flow could lead to
underestimation in one branch and overestimation in the other. Lastly, since this model does not
have as large a floodplain to fill up as the Jirau model, the initial condition appeared to have less
impact on the results.
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5

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research was to analyze the potential for forecasting inundation extents
from forecasted streamflow by comparing the use of a 2D hydrodynamic model, specifically
SRH-2D, in specific areas of high importance to the simpler HAND method, which is beneficial
for flood mapping on a watershed to continental scale. I compared simulated flood extents from
both models to satellite imagery in three case study areas in the Amazon basin. Overall, the
SRH-2D models performed better than HAND. While the SRH-2D models I created showed
potential, they did not perform well enough at a range of flowrates to be confidently used in their
current state with GESS as part of a flood warning system.
The higher performance of the SRH-2D models compared to HAND was mainly due to
HAND generally overpredicting the flood extent. This could be due to errors in the synthetic
rating curve and the lack of channel representation in the DEM. In the Chazuta and Irinida areas,
there was minimal benefit gained from the 2D model when both the 2D and HAND models used
the 90-m MERIT DEM. However, in the Jirau area, the HAND model performed far worse than
the MERIT DEM SRH-2D model. Because HAND does not represent backwater effects across
catchment boundaries, the overflow from the river did not fill up the floodplain, leading to
extreme overprediction near the main channel and underprediction in the floodplain. Thus, in the
case of the Jirau area, the SRH-2D model performed much better than HAND simply due to its
ability to simulate backwater effects.
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I also sought to determine which features in a 2D hydrodynamic model contributed to a
more accurate inundation extent than HAND. The most important features in my analysis were
the input DEM resolution, channel flow control, and the combination of channel approximation
and exit boundary rating curve. Each SRH-2D model created from a higher resolution DEM,
including the 30-m NASADEM, performed significantly better than HAND, which was created
using a 90-m DEM on a watershed scale. The Jirau SRH-2D model from the 5-m DEM
performed the best, but there were still deficiencies representing the interaction between the
floodplain and the main channel that could be overcome with a more precise DEM.
Additionally, one major advantage of the 2D models over HAND is the ability to simulate
the point at which water escapes the riverbanks and enters the floodplain. HAND does not do
this because it is based solely on the relative elevation of the floodplain compared to the water
level; thus, areas lower than the river elevation that would be protected by features like natural
levies will always be simulated as inundated. To achieve this flow-control benefit with a 2D
model though requires a DEM that represents these features. In the Chazuta model, I estimated
higher riverbanks to correct low spots where the water was escaping and improved the accuracy
of the model; however, these corrections were an estimation. To be confident in the model for
forecasting purposes, flow-control features would need to be accurately represented.
A large part of calibrating the SRH-2D models was establishing the correct exit boundary
rating curve. This was magnified by the fact that in each study area, both the channel bottom and
water surface slopes were very flat. Thus, a small change in the exit water level impacted the
water surface elevation throughout the entire model domain. In the areas without a stream gauge
at the exit, the SMS calculated rating curve was highly dependent on the channel approximation.
For the Chazuta model, I tested multiple different trapezoidal channels, changing the depth and
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bottom width, and combined them with different rating curves. When calibrating to a single
flowrate, there were different combinations of channel depth and rating curve that simulated
relatively accurate flood extents. However, these combinations performed differently when
simulating events with higher flowrates. The Jirau model also had this problem. It performed
well in the calibration event, but when simulating a lower flowrate, the water level was not high
enough to fill the floodplain. To have confidence in an SRH-2D model for forecasting, the model
needs to accurately simulate inundation extents at a wide range of flowrates. To achieve this
confidence in my study areas, channel bathymetry and cross-section information would be
needed.
Another purpose of my analysis was to assess the practicality of using a 2D hydrodynamic
model for real-time forecasting. I compared the inundation extents from simulating the forecast
hydrograph to extents generated from steady-state models at incremental flowrates. The
precomputed flood maps performed similarly to the unsteady flow results, demonstrating the
potential for using precomputed flood maps to estimate forecasted extents. However, since this
was only tested in three areas, these results are preliminary. One potential source of improvement
would be to identify the lowest flowrate that causes water to leave the channel and then calculate
incremental flood extents starting from that value. This approach, though, may have limitations
in areas like Jirau and Irinida with multiple inflows. There would need to be a way to account for
different combinations of high and low flowrates between the different inflows.
Though my analysis was limited to three case study areas without bathymetric data and
limited data for calibration, I demonstrated an efficient method for generating SRH-2D models
for flood forecasting. First, I estimated the channel by defining bank arcs from the DEM and
represented the bathymetry as a trapezoidal channel. Second, I created the mesh using the bank
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arcs and other features like road embankments. Next, I created the material zones from satellite
imagery and specified the exit boundary conditions using either SMS tools or a stream gauge
rating curve. Specific details for this process in SMS are listed in Appendix B. With observed
bathymetry, water levels, and rating curves, these models could be better calibrated for a range of
flowrates, becoming more reliable for forecasting applications. In addition to this modeling
process, I also presented an analysis framework for validating simulated flood extents against
observed flood maps that could be used in future studies to evaluate flood mapping methods.

Limitations and Further Research
There were a few factors that limited my analysis. I did not have measured absolute water
elevations for calibration. None of the areas had bathymetry information available, and only one
had a high-resolution DEM. For validation purposes, I was restricted to simulating flood events
with an available SAR image. Other high flow events could have been simulated but were
missed by the satellite imagery. Because there were fewer events to choose from, the forecast
analysis in Jirau and Irinida involved events with significantly smaller flows than the calibration
event. This particularly impacted my analysis of the road embankment in the Jirau area, as I did
not have validation information for an event where the road flooded. Simulating this type of
event would be necessary to determine if the SRH-2D model from the global dem coupled with
the road embankment feature would be enough to correctly forecast whether the road was dry.
Additionally, the SAR images in each area showed inundated areas that may have been flooded
from rainfall saturation, which I did not simulate, and not the river overflowing. This increased
the total observed wet area and influenced metrics we used to quantify accuracy.
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Future research could involve replicating this same analysis in places where more refined
terrain and calibration data are available. This could include places in the United States with
existing 2D models, like those created by state departments of transportation or the Federal
Highway Administration. These models could be compared to NHDPlus-HAND, which has a
higher grid resolution than the HAND models in my study. In this way, errors due to DEM
resolution would have less impact on the results. Additionally, my analysis only included three
case study areas, and my work was heavily focused on model creation. A more extensive
analysis using existing models would help to quantify the benefits gained from SRH-2D over
HAND. This would also be an opportunity to further explore the potential of using precomputed,
incremental flood maps to estimate forecasted inundation extents. In my forecast analysis, I used
a bank-full approximation as the initial condition. More research could be done to evaluate the
impact of different initial conditions on the forecasted flood map.
Lastly, I did not analyze the accuracy of the GESS forecasts nor evaluate the impact of
forecast uncertainty on the inundation extents. Future studies should consider how the error in
the hydrologic forecasts affects the accuracy and reliability of the inundation extents.
Additionally, GESS provides ensemble forecasts, so there could be potential for a probabilistic
forecasted inundation extent. Future studies on HAND could address the issue of backwater
effects by investigating other methods to identify the flood height in a specific stream reach other
than considering the forecasted flowrate in that stream alone.
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APPENDIX A:

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

This appendix contains figures showing each area of interest, the validated flood map
from each simulation, the HAND stream network for each area, and the ArcGIS model I used to
calculate the metrics. The validated flood maps show the areas used for the metrics calculation:
correctly predicted wet (CPW), incorrectly predicted dry (IPD), incorrectly predicted wet (IPW),
and permanent water body mask (WBM). The observed flood extent is represented by CPW and
IPD, and the simulated flood extent is CPW and IPW. For reference, Table 1, Table 8, and Table
11 list the flood events and details of each model. In the HAND figures, the number labels are
the GESS river IDs for each stream reach.
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Figure 46: Jirau Area of Interest
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Figure 47: Chazuta Area of Interest
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Figure 48: Irinida Area of Interest
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Figure 49: Jirau Calibration Event HAND

Figure 50: Jirau Calibration Event SRH-2D
Calibrated

Figure 51: Jirau Calibration Event SRH-2D Figure 52: Jirau Calibration Event SRH-2D
MERIT DEM
MERIT DEM w/ Road
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Figure 53: Jirau Validation Event HAND

Figure 54: Jirau Validation Event SRH-2D
Calibrated

Figure 55: Jirau Validation Event SRH-2D
MERIT DEM

Figure 56: Jirau Validation Event SRH-2D
MERIT DEM w/ Road
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Figure 57: Jirau Mesh Resolution Analysis
0.5 x Grid Spacing

Figure 58: Jirau Mesh Resolution Analysis
0.75 x Grid Spacing

Figure 59: Jirau Mesh Resolution Analysis
1.25 x Grid Spacing

Figure 60: Jirau Mesh Resolution Analysis
2.0 x Grid Spacing
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Figure 61: Jirau Forecast Event A 5-day
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 62: Jirau Forecast Event A 5-day
SRH-2D Index

Figure 63: Jirau Forecast Event A 5-day
HAND
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Figure 64: Jirau Forecast Event A 2-day
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 65: Jirau Forecast Event A 2-day
SRH-2D Index

Figure 66: Jirau Forecast Event A 2-day
HAND
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Figure 67: Jirau Forecast Event B 5-day
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 68: Jirau Forecast Event B 5-day
SRH-2D Index

Figure 69: Jirau Forecast Event B 5-day
HAND
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Figure 70: Jirau Forecast Event B 2-day
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 71: Jirau Forecast Event B 2-day
SRH-2D Index

Figure 72: Jirau Forecast Event B 2-day
HAND
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Figure 73: Chazuta Calibration Event HAND

Figure 74: Chazuta Calibration Event SRH-2D Calibrated

Figure 75: Chazuta Calibration Event SRH-2D Calculated RC
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Figure 76: Chazuta Calibration Event SRH-2D No Banks

Figure 77: Chazuta Calibration SRH-2D MERIT DEM

Figure 78: Chazuta Validation Event HAND
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Figure 79: Chazuta Validation Event SRH-2D Calibrated

Figure 80: Chazuta Validation Event SRH-2D Calculated RC

Figure 81: Chazuta Validation Event SRH-2D No Banks
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Figure 82: Chazuta Validation Event SRH-2D MERIT DEM

Figure 83: Chazuta Mesh Resolution Analysis 0.5 x Grid Spacing

Figure 84: Chazuta Mesh Resolution Analysis 0.75 x Grid Spacing
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Figure 85: Chazuta Mesh Resolution Analysis 1.25 x Grid Spacing

Figure 86: Chazuta Mesh Resolution Analysis 2.0 x Grid Spacing
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Figure 87: Chazuta Forecast Event 5-day SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 88: Chazuta Forecast Event 5-day SRH-2D Index

Figure 89: Chazuta Forecast Event 5-day SRH-2D HAND
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Figure 90: Chazuta Forecast Event 5-day SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 91: Chazuta Forecast Event 5-day SRH-2D Index

Figure 92: Chazuta Forecast Event 5-day SRH-2D HAND
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Figure 93: Irinida Calibration Event HAND Figure 94: Irinida Calibration Event SRH-2D
Calibrated

Figure 95: Irinida Calibration Event SRH-2DFigure 96: Irinida Calibration Event SRH-2D
Calculated RC
MERIT DEM
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Figure 97: Irinida Validation Event HAND Figure 98: Irinida Validation Event SRH-2D
Calibrated

Figure 99: Irinida Validation Event SRH-2D Figure 100: Irinida Validation Event SRHMERIT DEM
2D MERIT DEM w/ Road
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Figure 101: Irinida Mesh Resolution Analysis Figure 102: Irinida Mesh Resolution Analysis
0.5 x Grid Spacing
0.75 x Grid Spacing

Figure 103: Irinida Mesh Resolution Analysis Figure 104: Irinida Mesh Resolution Analysis
1.25 x Grid Spacing
2.0 x Grid Spacing
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Figure 105: Irinida Forecast Event A 5-day
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 106: Irinida Forecast Event A 5-day
SRH-2D Index

Figure 107: Irinida Forecast Event A 5-day
HAND
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Figure 108: Irinida Forecast Event A 2-day
SRH-2D Hydrograph

Figure 109: Irinida Forecast Event A 2-day
SRH-2D Index

Figure 110: Irinida Forecast Event A 2-day
HAND
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Figure 111: Jirau HAND Stream Network
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Figure 112: Chazuta HAND Stream Network
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Figure 113: Irinida HAND Stream Network
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Figure 114: ArcGIS Model Builder Workflow for Calculating Validation Metrics
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APPENDIX B:

CREATING SRH-2D MODELS IN SMS

In this section, I describe the steps I used to create the SRH-2D models in SMS. This
process could be replicated in other areas but may be modified depending on data availability.
For example, these steps assume that no channel bathymetry or measured cross-sections are
available; instead, a trapezoidal channel approximation will be used. SMS has tools for crosssection interpolation if available. In terms of SMS terminology, layers are known as coverages
and point collections are known as scatter sets. Polylines are called arcs, their endpoints are
called nodes, and points along the arcs are called vertices. Additional information can be found
by visiting the SMS tutorials web page (https://www.aquaveo.com/software/sms-learningtutorials). The steps are as follows:
1. Identify the area of interest and mesh boundary. This includes deciding where to put the
inflow and exit boundary conditions. The exit boundary condition should be downstream
of the critical areas, typically 2-3 floodplain widths, to reduce the impact of error in the
exit heigh. The mesh boundary area may start large, but after running simulations and
seeing which areas are too high to flood, it can be reduced to make the simulations more
efficient.
2. Select the DEM. This DEM should cover the entire model domain. LIDAR can also be
used instead of a traditional DEM. Additionally, identify any other topographic data
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sources that are available, including channel bathymetry, cross-sections, elevations of
roadways, etc.
3. Create the bank arcs as a new mesh generator coverage. These can be imported from a
shapefile or digitized by hand following aerial imagery or the DEM. Another option is to
use a global water mask as a starting point and smooth the arcs. These should extend past
the mesh boundary to ensure that the entire channel in the mesh has a source elevation.
After digitizing, interpolate the DEM elevations to the arc vertices.
4. Create a new stamping coverage for the channel bottom and digitize the channel
centerline. Open the feature stamping options dialog. This will show each vertex along
the arc, its distance from the beginning, and its elevation. The correct elevation will need
to be specified. Copy the data to excel, specify a starting elevation, and then using a
constant slope, calculate the elevation at each point. Copy this data back to the feature
stamping dialog. On the right, specify the channel cross-section. For a trapezoidal
channel, specify the width and keep the elevation the same as the centerline elevation.
This cross-section can be copied to all other cross-sections; it will be adjusted based on
each point’s elevation.
5. Stamp the features. In this case, since bank arcs from the DEM are being used, just stamp
the features to a mesh generator coverage, not a scatter set. If there are multiple outputs,
merge them into one.
6. Create the channel scatter set. Merge the channel bottom with the bank arcs. These
should all be mesh generator coverages. Each node and vertex should have an elevation
associated with it. This new merged coverage can then be converted to a scatter set.
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7. Create any additional features, like road embankments or channel flow control using the
feature stamping tools.
8. Create the mesh generator coverage. Combine the bank arcs and the mesh boundary into
one coverage. Redistribute the vertices in the bank arcs to make the quadrilateral
elements approximately parallel to the bank arcs. Redistribute the meshes on the
boundary arcs to make a gradual increase in spacing away from the channel. Use a patch
mesh for the channel and paving mesh for the floodplain. Patch elements are
quadrilateral, and paving elements are triangular. Lastly, specify the elevation source for
each polygon. This can be a scatter set or a raster.
9. Notes on elevation sources for meshes: Each polygon in a mesh generator coverage can
use a different elevation source. One option then is to specify the channel scatter set for
the channel polygons and the DEM raster for everywhere else. Alternatively, the DEM
can be converted to a scatter set. Both the DEM and channel scatter sets can be merged
into one, and that same scatter set can be used for the entire model domain.
10. Create the mesh. Right-click on the mesh generator coverage and convert it to 2D mesh.
Verify the mesh quality by looking at the APR mesh quality plot. Each element should be
above the yellow line.
11. Create the SRH-2D materials coverage. The material zones can be imported from a
shapefile or digitized by hand based on aerial imagery. The roughness parameters are
specified the entire coverage as a material list. Then, each polygon is assigned a material.
12. Create the boundary conditions. Inflow boundary arcs should be drawn outside the mesh
boundary. Exit boundary arcs should be drawn inside the boundary near the edge. Inflow
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boundary conditions can be constant or time series. Exit normal depth boundary
conditions can be constant or rating curves. To estimate the rating curve, the SMS tool
requires a slope and composite manning’s roughness.
13. Create a monitor line coverage. SRH-2D displays the flow across monitor lines while the
simulation is running, helping to see whether the run is stable or not. These should be
drawn near the inflow and exit.
14. The last step is to create and run the SRH-2D simulation. Attach the mesh, materials,
boundary conditions, and monitor lines. Then, specify the model control parameters. This
includes the simulation timestep, duration, initial conditions, output interval, and units.
The initial condition can be dry, a uniform water surface elevation, or a restart file from a
previous simulation.
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